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r-4 BIBLICAL FAITH, ETHICS AND THE

CD QrALITY OF LIFE QLEST AMONG BLACK AMERICANS: IMPLICATIONS FOR RESEARCH

By Carl H. Marbury, Ph.D.

The si-gle force in the lives of black Americans down

through the ages has been, the impact and reality of religion. The concern

for ethical values, the'reverence for life, the philosophical raison,d'etre

of existence are for the nost par: grounded in some variation of a religious

weltanschauunz. H4s faith undergirded hi= during the long "dark night of the
44)

so1" of slavery an-d sustained hin in the nihilistic years following the Civil

War. The black church forged there fron became the cultural depository and

vehicle for the expression of neanin2 in life.

Ostensibly, the evolution of the black church has been tempered by the

complex factors influencing the wholistic texture of life in a technological

age of rapid change. Science has challenged its religious underpinnings. This

challenge makes it necessary for the black church to update old philosophies

and a declining interest in traditional patterns of thought:The many social

pressures have prodded great portions of the public into an activist attitude

denanding that all existing institutions apply their resources to the solution

of difficult problems. The concomitant has been a lessening of the cultural

0
!I( impact of the church and a waning interest in religion in general among black

people. Such a development undoubtedly have important and deep implicationg for

S)
::scholarly' research as-it-relates to the f;:ture-ant-leality-of-le of- biz-tic-people

%.)

ID in America.

fr) The black church, while not being the force it once was, still possesses

-
trenendous potential and resources for enhancing the quality of life for black

Americans. It re=ains the one place where black people of all levels continue
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2.

to come together in order to get a lhold and/or perspective on life."

The church is not the emotional outlet it used to be and is slowly becoming

a progra=center for addressing the total needs of black =asses. Ia urban areas,

Churches are sponsoring day care centers for Children of working mothers,

educational and community programs and housing projects undertaken with special

feljeral .upport to nonprofit organizations. Thic evolving sophistication and

the corresponding societal co=plexities of a pluralistic society heighten the need

for research, critical evaluation, testing and exTnination of religious phenomena

among black people as we approach the epochal year of 2000 A.D.

The black family and the black churCh have been the tWin anchor institutions

that have buoyed a =aligned and an oppressed people.
1 Historical circumstances

barred black people from full and equal participation in any of the public

institutions of the country,theywere not permitted to develop their own in most

rea1T1 of life. The black American was "free" in an ironic sense - to develop

his own family and his own religious life.

By American racist and caste rules, no person of any degree of known black

ancestry could be "kin" to any person supposedly of no such ancestry. Black

Americanshad to ',Ake their own family institutions. White Americans, who berAre

mastmmsbecause they had black slaves, having made Christians of their field hands,

did not want to commune vith them from the same cup. As a consequence, at birth,

confirmation, communion, marriage, death and all the great turning points and

festivals, black and white were alien to each other. The separation was not quite

reciprocal. Blacks were often spectators,and more, of the intimate life of whites,

while the whites - although they had no Shame about-intruding-=-Saw-Iittta-cf-rbe------

intimate life of blacks. Religion and family zecame foci of black life in a special

degree.2

3
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Alex Haley in his epochal classic Roots has brought home to us through book

and scieen the cruel reality of our past history. When one studies any phase of

the character and the development of the social and cultural /ife of the black in

the United States, one must recognize from the i)eginning that because of the manner

in which blacks were captured in West Africa and enslaved, they were practically

stripped of their social heritage. By .the manner of their capture for the slave

markets the situation tended to reduce to a minimum the possibility of the retention

and the transmission of African culture.
3 It is evident that the sustained dehuman-

ization process tended to loosen all social bond, among blacks and to destroy

the traditional basis of social cohesion. In addition, the organization of labor

and the system of social control and discipline on the plantation both tended to

prevent the development of social cohesion either on the basis of whatever remnants

of African culture might have survived or on the basis of the blacks' role in the

plantation economy.4

Some scholars bave tended to be conservative at this point. They assert

that social cohesion among the slaves was not destroyed to the extent some scholars

think to have been the case. For exzmple, W.E.B. DuBois felt that social cohesion

among the slaves was not totally destroyed. For in one of his studies of black

life he makes the assertion that the black church -was the only sOcial institution

among the blacks which started in the African forest and survived slavery and

that under the leadership of the priest and Medicine man, the church preserved

the remnants of African tribal life.
5

E. Franklin Frazier seems correct when he asserts that it was not what remained

--of African-culture or--Afrit. u 1,eiigious-experienee but a "blackenizee Christian__

religion that provided the new basis of social cohesion. The adopted and adapted

Christian faith_was_a key vehicle for creating solidarity among a people who

lacked soctal cohesion ar4 a siructured social life.
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Carter G. Woodson thinks that blacks tended to resist conversion to

6
Christ5enity at first Apparently, the Churdh of EnglArd, the Moravians,

the Quakers, Presbyterians and the Catholics had little success in this-

regard. Instead, the dawn of the new day in the religious development of

hlacks occurred when the Methodists and Baptists began proselyting the blacks

These activities on the part of Methoaist and Baptists, as well as the less

extensive missionary work of.the Presbyterians, were a phase of the Great

Awakening which began in New England and spread to the Wrest and finally to

the south.
7 When the Methodists and Baptists began their revivals in the south,

large numbers of blackS -were immediately attracted et) this type of re/igious

worship. 8 However, it 'was not until after the American Revolution that large

masses of the black population berprIp converts and joined the Methodist and

Baptist churches.

Why did our black forefathers and mothers respond to rhOse two denomina-

tions so-readily? The response was psychological and phenomenological rather

than historical. It is most likely that Baptist and Methodist preachers, who

lacked the education of the minister of the established churches, appealed to,_

the poor, the uneducated and the outcast. Meny of those attending the revivals

and camp meetings found in the fiery message of salvation a hope and a prospect

of escape from their earthly woes. In addition, the emphasis which the preachers

placed upon feeling as a sign of conversion found a ready response in the Slaves

whose lives had little hOpe and little quality. The slaves who had been torn

from their homeland, kinsmen-and-friends-and_whosa cultural_heritage_was lost,

were isolated and broken human beings, so to speak. In the emotionalism of the

camp meetings and revivals.some social solidarity, even if fleeting andtemporary,

ms,
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was achieved; and they were drawn into a union with their Fellowmen.

Later, common religious beliefs, practices sad t.r.7iditilin,= tended.to provide

a new basis of social cohesion and quality of life for blacks in an alien and

hostile environment.

The uprooting of-blacks and the transport of them in-gItley ships to a foreign

land had a shattering effect-upon-ihe quality of life for black people. in

destroying their.traditiorrAl culture and in breaking up their social organization,

slavery deprived them of their accustomed orientation towards the world. The

slaves were not "savages" for the peoples from which the slaves were drawn

possesseddeveloped systems of religidus beliefs concerning their place IA nature

and in society.9

It was through the medium of the Bible that blacks found the keys

for a new human orientation.
10

Of course, the slave masters intended otherwise.

There were some misgivings and in some instances strong opposf.tion to acquainting

blacks with the Bible. This fear of teaching the slaves the Bible was tied up

with the laws against teaching slaves to read or write. But it was also feared

that the slave could find in the Bible the implications of human equality and

social justice which would incite the black man to make efforts to free himself.
a.

On this, the slave masters were exactly right. 11 The theological hermeneutics

for black preachers was directly antithetical to that of their white counterparts

who attempted to justify slavery biblically.

The Bible was the means by, which-the-blacks acquired a new theology and

a new weltanschauung. The vivid stories from the Bible were told ia simple

language to the slaves in an "oral tradition" fashion. In time, the slaves became

thoroughly familiar with the well known Biblical characters and their role in

the drama of salvation as it was presented to the black man. Through the medium

6



of the new griot - the black preacher, the stories of the Bible-were dramatized

for the black commtinity and many characters and incidents were "hermeneuticized"

in terms ofIthe black man's experiences. The Biblfcal stories were typologized and

indigenized in termi of the authentic human aspirations of a people hungering for

freedom and liberation In providing a living-theology and thereby a new human

orientation tawards the world and persons in community, the Bible provided the

black community with the rich imagery *di charaCterized the sermon of

black preachers'and the sacred spirituals and folk-songs of black Americarq.

And so, thd-bIadk slave-found-in-Christianity-a_new_theology.as well as a new

orientation towards the world at large. By doing so he.adapted and rearranged'

the Christian religion to his psydhological, social and emntional needs. 12

It was out of the "real' life" and deeply existential situation that

the black church emerged as the "invisible institution". It was an actual fact

that all forms of organized social effort were forbidden among the slaves. In

the absence of an established priesthood, the black preacher simply emerged on

the scene (somewhat akin to the emergence of the iudges in the history of the

Jews). This preacher (orgriot in a foreign land) played the imPortant role in

the invisible institution of the Church among the slalies. The blaCk preacher

was called to his'office to preach and through this authority and his personal

qualities,heachieved a position-of leadership. The call always came through

some Specific religious experience (similar to Paul's on the Damascus road)

which indicated that God had chosen him as a spiritual leader.13 Some time

after the Civil War, when slavery was abolished, the authoriiy to preach was

institutionalized by license and ordinatio% usually by the black Methodist or

Baptist church.

This synopsis of black American religious history is somewhat abbreviated.

Under no circumstances do I want to indicate that this aspect of black hisiory.was

_ simple i.e., without,complexity. I:wish tO underscore initially the fact that fOr a

7



long while in the history of black.peoole ih this coUhtry, the black church

through which they expressed their religious aspirations,was the sole nOn-family

institution serving to enhance the quality of-life forefathers and =others.--

Blacks who were free before the Civil War left the white Methodist and Baptist

church organizations in which they had a subordinate status and set up their own

churches. After the abolition of slavev ge "invisible institution" became visible

and was absorbed by the institutional churches 'which blacks wko were free before

the Civil War had estab1ished.14 Thus, after the states passed segregation lawsl,

ensuring the separation of blacks frbm the mainstream of American life, the churchl

coimmunities jnTthè South became a sort of nation within g nation.

The black church then was the key vehicle for improving and enhancing

the quality of life of the slave and later on - the "free man;" Out of the church

-

organizations emerged other forms of organized activities among the blacks who were

free before the Civil War. After Frtancipation the enlarged organization played an

even =Pre important role in the social organization of the newly freed black

- community.. They established academies, institutes and colleges. They were

responsible not only for economic co-operation for the purpose of erecting and

buying churches, but they also provided the incentive for the pooling of the

meagre economic means of blacks for mutual assistance and insurance companies. The

black church organization becaMe the =mst important arena for political life among

black Americans. The important role of religion and the black church in the

social organization-of black Americans has been due to the restricted participation

ofblacks in American society. And as a consequence,the black church has left its

i=print upon practically every aspect of black life.

QI)Now the important questions are - whither black religion and what does

the future hold for the black church as we cove toward the year 2000? Is religion

an "opiate of the people" as proposea-bi;-KifI-Mare.--Has-the-black church served
_

8
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its purpose and is no longer viable as a social vehicle in a technological

age? Are'there viable alternatives to either the black church or the black

family as we prepare for the twenty-first cehtury?.

Urbanization-and rapid technological change on a large and intensive

scale beginning with World War I have-brought about a transformation of the:

black church anclradicaliTaltered the weltanschauang of blacks.in this country.

There has been a corresponding secularization of outlook and black Churches bat,

,

been caught up in that'on-going process. Indeed, more and more black churches

have Placed less emppasis upon the otherwordly and silvation.after.death
I.

and:instead have.di'rected their activities increasingly to the economic, social,

and political problems of black people. But, all the signs:indicate that they-
.

are. .not reaching and/or serving the real needs of the black-malses and are in fact

losing numbers iri comparisoh to the increasing total population of blacksOm the
f

. country. The cmslaught of modernization, rapid change, urbanization-and Impersonal

secUlarization are "taking their toll" on the black poPulace especially among oum youn

Such maladies as drug addition, suicide, hypertension, high blood

-
pressure, psychological stress,healf-attacks-and_death from cancer are on the

.inCrease.among black people: These human conditiOns will require our very best

research regarding thi facts an4 at the Same tim a more specific program for

addressing them in the light of that research. A very straightforward question

has to be raised at this point and that is - what role, if any, should religinn

and/or.the black church play with regardsto the quality of life question.-

This is not a mere academicconcern.,:if indeed,'we are really cancerned

about:the black_masses. The new realities among blacks is somewhat as follows::

A subtle reorganizatioh of the religious_life of blacks in the urban centers has

taken place where there is a pronounced new class structure.within the black

9
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community. This is especially the case inithe large cities inthe North becadse

of the increasing occupational direrentiation and the concentration of black

professionals. An'"upper" strata and "lower" strata are slowly emerging into

distinct groupings. Among the upper strata there has seen a shift from the

Baptist and 1:f.etholdist churches to the=Episcopalian, Preshyterian, Congregational

and to a.saller degree, the Roman Catholic15.

The lower strata is expanding as the "storefront" churches crop-up all

_ovtr tge place. The people found in such churches are uncomfortable in."high class"

churches and are unwelcome there becauie they prefer a place of worship where one can sa

-

"amea" above a whisper and where they can "shout" if moved by the Spirit.

They are turned off by the impersonal atmosphere of the large and urban insti-

, -

tutional black church. In recent years a,sizeable number of urban blacks have

turned away from traditional Christianity and.have-instead turned to-sects, cults

and nationalistic religious groups.

In closing, I would have to concludelthat religion, black theology,
- ,

the black-church and what have you must be examined, scrutinized, evaluated; etc.

in terms of their worth, value and usefulness for addressing,the "real-life and

htnnan conditon. of the black masses who are "aliens" still in their own homeland.

Highly skilled black professionals and.those who have made it economically to the

mi-ddle-class_can.aditmt and-adap_r_to the technological age. They can simply join

the"rat race" and be done with it. The'fact of the matier.is

and scholars of religion must really concern ihemselves with a new philosophy of

religion and that kind of ethical value system which will foster new possibilities

for a higher quality of life for the black masses of people.16- We simply cdnnot

afford a cleavage between black groups and/or classes. We are caugh-E-Wa7ever-,---on----

the horns of a dilemma On the one hand, we have to "reach back" and deal with

the human condition of out brothers and sistere who were not as.fortunate as we

1 0
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''..' *ere. On the other haa, we have to.move-ioiward tdaddress the realities of

. . -
.-

-.... .1
.

increasing technoIeigized and imperspnal'existence. .
.

f .
,

i
.. -''

. . .--
.

.

Ierstill has not dawne# upon-many Americans 4rat duesrto-,the fact that
. ;

_/
i

.

'we are running out.of oil, Certain raw materials and Other-resOutceswe win'
_ ..

.-- , - . -
. , . - -. . _

.

.-
.

Of necessity have to retrench.and change,our life Styles. A radica/-tiensformation
.

is called for. in the not fOo distant future. We cannot go on like we are going
---

,.
for much. Mager or we'may have no "existence" at all to,really be concerned about;.;

. i
S. ... 14

In recent Years, the?liberarethic said that whereas in the Nse", .

blacks ha:ve been prevented fulfilling their potential in'an open society, thi'2S-1a,

- . _

to be forgotten,:and If now'bIacks-will oplYstrive to bring themselves up to the'.

- .

standards of the majority society, they will of course be allowed-,assim(lation'inta

middle-class America. But, is this right and *hat ought to-be? Can-black pepple'
- .

afford to view their own history as separate and apart from_theiexploitations of
--

non-white peoples in the Third World. Andracial -andlar hum-an exploitation

in this countrk, far fram being at an end, is in fact being oarr;ed to new.heights

..-

.

through sophisticated and subtle means.

Is.joining "the system" as it is dgoal worth hoping for and worth

attaining even if it was an actual possibility? Perhaps black people shouRr reject

the values of the majority society. The quality of life which the white middle

class has obtained with material success provides a high Standard of living but

not necessarily a high quality af living.

Bieck people are at "the fork of the road" so to speak. We are

9resented with aninteresting and all-important paradox. On the one hand, blacks
\

are striVing tOgain the good life which American and European technology has\

1.

developed. On the other hand acceptance of this good life requires participation in.

4
a society that is essentially anei-humane and anti-hemanistic. Entry Int&Tthis
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"hardware society" implies a definite negatitin and demfal of black heritage. It

is next to impossible to succeed in the dominant white society and still remain

relevant to the rest-of the black community: An important question for us there-:
' -

fore ii-- can-we continue to be governed by'the so-called "prostetant ethic" and

the general concept of competition embodied in the practice of capitalism.

L.H. Laphan capstrled the heart of the matter:17

"Given the American .capadity- for transforming anythin
everything into an article of merchandise, nobody can escape -

the seductions or the intimidationa of money. That sd-many
people refuse the others and resist the.th'reats testifieS to
their larger underSeanding of the Character of hUman life.
They make.their choices not so much on morel grounds as on the
basis of empirical observations, because-the obsession with.mciney,.
as witness\the long and'unhappy life-of Howarfillughes, reduces

r-

a man to the gibbering sycophancy of a frightened ape.!'.

One woSid hOpe that as the,black communifty strilies to gain the materiaI
,. . ;

components necessary to a truly human existence, that it not "lose its soul"-----
N

nor fall prey to seduction into an inherently exploitive system._ No black'

person can even afford to'become successful at another's expense nor,refuse to
A

involve himself de4ly i his brother's struggle

that means, cannot, ape white capitaliSm so that

the system at the expense-of all others..
, .

It would appear to me that black religious

Black capitalitm, whatever

a few blacks are co-opted into

groups and/or.the bla4 church

should be in the vai&uardof society as we are compelled to consider new

exigencies for the taenty-first century. After all, blacks have had more axis-
.

tential experience at adapting to'hard realities than anyone else in this country.

A developing totalitarian compldX of technology and war capability threatens

either.to destroy us or dehumanize us with the artifacts of impersonal existenCe.. .

' Our runaway technology is_creating an inhuman futufe. It seems to destroy
eL.

everything in its path - be it landscape, people,.tradition or social institUtions.

The imperialism of technology knows no natural or ideological boundaries.

"i2
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Black religion and/or theology must take the lead in making a commitment to

the quality of life, to humaneness and to husum welfare. The stakes art great and

it is all but impossible that we can fulfql.our tremendous task to the masses by

imitating the coupetitive nature of American society. We are playing, so to-

speak, another man's game with "his" set of rules. We aro bound to lose. A black

society should be a humane society - open to all- where eAch human being has

sacred worth and value. On this score it would be 'wise if we would ponder the

words of Frantz Fanon:
le

'When I starch for man in the techniques and style of Lurope,
I see only a succession negations of man and an avalanche of .

murders. The human conditions, plans for mankind, and collabor-
ation between men in those tasks which increase the sus total

of humanity aro new problems, which demand true invention. Let

us decide not to imitate Europe, let us.combine our muscles and

our brains in a new direction. ,Let us try to create the whole

man . .

1 3
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See H. Guttman The Black Family in Slavery and Freedom 1750-1925, New York:
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slaves were held in baracoons, an euphemistic term fcr concentration camps at the
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Trading in the Old South, Baltimore 1939. Cf. W.D. Jordan, White Over Black,
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societies, plays similar role to that of the country black preacher. But it is
still next to impossible to establish any distinct continuity between African religious
practices and the black church in America. The available evidence is inconclusive;
cf. P. Mercier, "The Fon in Dahomey", in African Worlds, London, 1954. Mercier
mikes a persuasive argument in this regard by showing that with the breaking up or
destruction of the clan and kinship organization, the religious myths and cults of
a culture lose their significane.

6Carter G. Woodson, The History of the Negro clyurch, 2nd ed., Washington, D.C., 1921,
Chapter II.

!See J. Tracy, A Historv of the Great Awakening, Boston, 1892; pp 81-2.

8
To this day black Raptist churches and many black Methodist church.; conduct annual
soul stirring preaching revivals.

See African Worlds with an "Introduction" by Daryll Torde (London, 1954) which
contains studies of the world outlook and religious att4tudes of a number of African
peoples. In the crisis which they experienced the slaves appealed to their ancestors
ta0 their gods. But their ancestors and their gods were unable tc help then. Some
slaves committed suicide during the "middle passage" while others sought the same
seams of escape from bondage in the new environment.
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'Opposition to teach the black man the Bible declined as tbe slave masters became

cor-7t.nced by unscrupulous white theologians that sufficient justification for slavery
coll%14 be found in both the Old and New Tslitaments. to fact, some of the masters became
convinced that,some of the best slaves - that is, those susceptible to control by
their nesters - were those who read the Bible. On this see Susan M. Tickling, Slays-
Couversior in South Carolina; 1810-1860 (Cniversity of South Carolina, 1924), p. 18.



12
One of the best resources of information on the manner in which the slaves
adapted Christianity to his peculiar peychological, social and emotional
needs is to be found in that great body of sacred folk music known as the
"Negro Spirituals." The "spirituals" were not as some have contended, in-
vested with a revolutionary meaning nor did they represent dusguised pleas
for escape from slavery'. Cf. Miles M. Fisher, Negro Slave Songs in the
United States, (Ithaca, 1953), and John Lovell, "The Social Implications
of the Negro SpiTitual" Journal of'Negro Education (October, 1939). Frazier
(The Negro Church in America, p. 12) is correct wLen he says that no such
sophistication existed for the songs simply express the awe and wonder of
tile black man in regard to life and death, his deeply human and emotional
reactions to the complexity of his existence and his desire to escape from
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